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Abstract 
This paper addresses a correlation between the appreciative theory and Christian theology applied in Christian counselling space. 
We propose a method of appreciative counseling. The methodology is applicable in the field of psychosocial counseling, in social 
work, in counseling of ethics, etc. In this paper, we propose the method as application to spiritual counseling, as part of social 
theology. Success is seen as a sign of Divine Grace and is therefore desirable for a Protestant or evangelical Christian. Social 
theology of salvation is essentially a theology of success as the highest success that human beings can gain access to, is to partake 
of the mystery of the Godhead. But success is not worldly, but one headed toward eternity. Christian message replaces the 
prohibition manifestation of the type “you shall not” and the image of a “jealous and prohibitive God” to reverberate in the 
Decalogue, with a God who loves people, which guarantees the obtaining of the “ultimate success” of the Christian, which is the
eternal happiness made possible by the divine assuming of all human sins.  
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1. Introduction 
Christian theology emphasizes principles such as humbleness and asceticism, therefore a theology of success, 
although it may be thought as honouring the works of the Holy Spirit, it is difficult to conceive in dogmatic terms as 
long success, especially the social, is usually correlated with pride, and therefore a sign of sin. The term appreciation 
within appreciative methods is synonymous with that of valuation, of positive acceptance (Cooperrider, Shrivatsva, 
1987).
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Appreciative therapeutic process is based on a methodology originating in appreciative inquiry. From the Christian 
perspective, suffering can be valued as antechamber of salvation. This paper addresses a correlation between the 
appreciative theory and Christian theology applied in social Christian counseling space.  
The appreciative development process of individuals is based on co-creation of reality in a negotiation process of 
interpretations. We find the Christian archetype of co-creating meaning in the presence of the Christian in the  
Church, as spiritual community through which God’s grace is evident. The relationship between theology and 
appreciative inquiry is explored in the literature from the perspective of theology of vocation patterns, specific to 
Protestantism and neo-Protestantism, trends from America. The relationship between success and salvation 
highlighted by Weber makes in fact the theologies of evangelical nature to be theologies of success at the same time. 
Success is seen as a sign of Divine Grace and is therefore desirable for a Protestant or evangelical Christian. Social 
theology of salvation is essentially a theology of success as the highest success that human beings can gain access 
to, is to partake of the mystery of the Godhead. But success is not worldly, but one headed toward eternity.  
Christian message replaces the prohibition manifestation of the type “you shall not” and the image of a “jealous 
and prohibitive God” to reverberate in the Decalogue, with a God who loves people, which guarantees the obtaining 
of the “ultimate success” of the Christian, which is the eternal happiness made possible by the divine assuming of all 
human sins.  
We propose a method of appreciative counseling. The methodology is applicable in the field of psychosocial 
counseling, in social work, in counseling of ethics, etc. In this paper, we propose the method as application to 
spiritual counseling, as part of social theology. 
2. Appreciative approaches 
The concept of appreciative inquiry was launched by David Cooperrider and Suresh Srivatsva in the work 
Appreciative inquiry in organizational life " (1987). Appreciative Inquiry is a particular way of interviewing 
subjects of organizational development and in the same time to foreshadow future by adopting positive relations 
from fundamental inherent positivity of the person, organization or a situation, increasing system capacity to 
cooperate and change. Cooperrider proposes the following operational definition of appreciative inquiry: a research 
(co-) transforming of positivity in individuals and organizations. Appreciative inquiry is a transforming discovery 
generating sources of vitality of living systems in their moments of maximum efficiency and maximum capacity 
created in the economic, environmental and human domain. Appreciative inquiry is a central way based on 
interrogative art on strengths of the system to make them understand, predict and maximize the creative potential. Is 
a mobilization capacity of questioning based on unconditional positive questions. Research is correlating with the 
size of the intervention by unchaining innovative potential of creative imagination rather than denial and criticism 
(Cojocaru, 2005, Sandu, 2009). 
2.1. Appreciative Christian philosophy  
Appreciative Christian philosophy reveals a collaborative process between humanity and divine that catalyzes 
transformations in human being giving them life, including eternal life. The communion human-Divinity is seen as a 
divine-human co-creation. Orientation of appreciative methodology in social practice is towards notification and 
valuing of positivity inherent in people and human organizations, of what “gives life”, supports and allows growth 
of constructive elements in them. In terms of theology, what gives life is, on one hand, the breath of God, 
represented by the Holy Spirit,  in the ultimate level,  and the presence of the Savior, in the Christian’s soul, as the 
giver of eternal life. The appreciative development process of individuals is based on co-creation of reality in a 
negotiation process of interpretations. We find the Christian archetype of co-creating meaning in the presence of the 
Christian in the Church (Chirila, 2012), as spiritual community through which God’s grace is evident.  
God-man communion, the theandric that Tudor Ghideanu (2007) speaks about, represents the spiritual archetype 
of communication with self, which generates the ultimate meaning of Christian life that is salvation. Christians 
communicate in the process of praying and in the realization of the sacrament of confession. At the same time, God 
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communicates Himself through the sacrament of the Incarnation of His Son, sacrament whereby God is made 
visible, and the presence of the Holy Spirit makes possible the knowledge and love of God. 
Hammel Vicki (2010) shows that: “Appreciative Philosophy shifts the view toward the strengths and positive 
qualities of “being”. Through the lens of Appreciative Philosophy, appreciative theology reveals Co-Creation 
emerging as the collaborative Divine/Human life-giving energy that catalyzes and powers transformation.  The 
paper will posit an “appreciative theology” that is grounded in Appreciative Philosophy, and in particular, examine 
how Co-creation impacts the areas of sustainability and leadership”. 
The spiritual roots of appreciativity can be found in the guidance of Saint Paul, to do good deeds, pure, worthy of 
being appreciated. Saint Paul tells us: “Finally brothers and sisters, whatever is true, whatever is honorable, 
whatever is just, whatever is pure, whatever is lovely, whatever is gracious, if there is any excellence and if there is 
anything worthy of praise, think about these things. Keep on doing what you have learned and received and heard. 
Then the God of peace will be with you” (Philippians 4:8-9). 
2.2. Appreciative-affirmative ethics in western philosophy 
Success is an axiological value generating ethic systems. The Christian phrase “Love your neighbor as you love 
yourself” derives in American neo-Protestantism an ethic vision which proposes valuing the individual (Sandu, 
2008). The overturning of the Christian phrase is understood as well as: if you do not love yourself, you can not 
therefore love your neighbor. Love of neighbor is a connection with otherness and is bi-univocal. Moving focus 
from love to neighbor, the logical ethics of Weber (1993) focuses on selfishness. The phrase “as you love yourself” 
means a measure, as much but as well as how. Lack of love, of self-esteem implies lack of love towards neighbor, 
placing us in the logic of as much. As little as you love yourself you can love your neighbor as well.  At the same 
time there is the logical “as” which can be expressed by the Romanian saying “What you do not like for you, do not 
do it to another”. Opposed to logic of love that is essentially logic of complementarity, completeness and reflection 
in the other, individualism is the other side of ego otherness relationship. Not accidentally contemporary psychology 
emphasizes personal development techniques, focusing on success (Sandu, 20012).  
Weber (1993) considers that the individualistic paradigm has its origins in the religious sense of the presence of 
Grace. Grace, God's grace acting essentially free, even indifferent to human actions, transposes the chosen ones into 
a special status of ontological aristocracy, as God's chosen, as privileged of God’s will. God's will is free, and the 
grace which flows from the sacrifice of Jesus is given by God to His chosen ones. The sign of the chosen ones must 
be a form of restoring heaven on earth. This restoration of heaven is the very success. Success becomes thus a 
“metaphysical” category, a participation of the chosen ones to ontological extreme situations generated by the 
presence of God. In popular language we could say that “those loved by God” are helped by God. Work ethics is a 
combination between the idea of success as a guarantee of Grace and the idea of the resemblance with God (Sandu, 
2011). God works through people and for people, so work is a way of accessing the divine through its presence in its 
own work: “I can see God as He works through me”. Weber’s (1993) explanation leaves open the discussion on how 
ontological individualism becomes praxiological individualism. Personal success as a special ontological status of 
the one becomes personal success as the socially privileged of fate (Sandu, 2011). 
2.3. Theology of Beatitude as Christian Background for appreciative counseling 
Christian theology of salvation is essentially a theology of success in humbleness, as the highest success that 
human beings can gain access to, is to partake of the mystery of the Godhead. But success is not worldly, but one 
headed towards eternity. We consider of great significance for contemporary theological discourse, the approach of 
serving and caring for the neighbor in terms of “happiness theology”, or more precisely, in terms of interpreting 
Beatitudes as affirmative attitude (Nicai, 2012). Christian message replaces the Old Testament prohibition of the 
type “you shall not” and the image of a “jealous and prohibitive God” which reverberated in the Decalogue, with a 
God who loves people, who guarantees the obtaining of the “ultimate success” of the Christian, which is the eternal 
happiness made possible by the divine assuming of all human sins. Happiness is guaranteed under the condition of 
spiritual purity. Happiness theology does not exclude anyone from its share of happiness if one does not exclude 
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themselves. Christian theology is essentially positive, but positivity is based on “success of salvation” which is more 
of a “emptying of passions”. 
The relationship between theology and appreciative inquiry is explored in the specialty literature from the 
perspective of theology of vocation patterns, specific to Protestantism and neo-Protestantism, trends from America. 
As part of an appreciative philosophical anthropology, an appreciative theology was developed (Hammel, 2010). 
The relationship between success and salvation, highlighted by Weber (1993), makes in fact the theologies of 
evangelical nature to be theologies of success at the same time. Success is seen as a sign of Divine Grace and is 
therefore desirable for a Protestant or evangelical Christian. 
The historical model of appreciative paradigm consists in Beatitudes Theology (Nicai, 2007). Appreciative 
theology reveals a collaborative process between humanity and divine that catalyzes transformations in human being 
giving them life including eternal life (Sandu, 2011). The communion human-Divinity is seen as a divine-human co-
creation. In this respect Tudor Ghideanu (2007) spoke about a theandric sense of love. The author states that, in the 
vision of Christian Theology, Creation is a movement generating love of God towards man. In the context of 
Christian spirituality “appreciation” is no longer a social construct that generates a positive semantic, but a 
movement within God through which God becomes human and within the human He transfigures Himself in 
glorification. The term “the andric” in Tudor Ghideanu's vision is composed by juxtaposing of the Greek words: 
Theos-God  and  Andros-  Man.  The  term  means  a  bi-univocal  passage  between  God  and  man.  This  passage  is  the  
very process of glorification. The co-creative process generates in Christianity salvation and glorification 
(Ghideanu, 2007). Christian process of salvation is a deliberate choice of positive inspired by the supreme power 
generating life which in the Christian vision is the Holy Spirit. Draining the passions (Kenosis) as a deliberate 
process of generating a positive sense make Christians approach each other and be together. New Testament 
theology is in essence a positive appreciation (Sandu, 2011). 
3. Approaches of Appreciative Christian Counseling 
A model of appreciative Christian therapy is made by Eric Dishongh in the area of family therapy. Dishongh’s 
model (2009) starts from the Christian biblical vision of family, from the appreciative inquiry proposed by David 
Cooperrider, from the positive psychology of Seligman (2002) and short-term therapy centered on solution 
originated in the work of De Shazer (1985).  
The theological paradigm to facilitate positive change in couples is a newly conceived therapy model that 
incorporates the underlying notions of Christian marriage, appreciative inquiry and positive change (Dishongh, 
2009). The mentioned author also defines each of these concepts, thus: Christian marriage refers to a heterosexual 
relationship between husband and wife as defined by biblical precedents; Appreciative Inquiry concerns the 
cooperative constructed search for best in couples and their relationship; Positive change regards any change based 
on the couple’s positive core assumed in order to improve the marital relationship in terms of quality (Dishongh, 
2009).
4. Appreciative Christian Counseling. Towards a New Model of Social Christian Counseling 
We put the question of justification of the use of contemporary versions of social practice, in the context of 
valuing the Christian theological discourse and its potential. It is necessary the foundation of a discursive practice of 
social theology that is to be rooted in a double language, on one hand, coming from Christian theology, and on the 
other hand, consistent with welfare practices validated by the scientific and professional community. 
Christianity is not by excellence a pessimistic religion in which the Christian must carry the cross of his own 
existence. On the contrary, the Christian enjoys, from the perspective of salvation, the resurrection of Jesus Christ 
(Bloom, 2007). The communion with God represents such an anthropological bridge between vocation theology and 
that of humbleness, which is manifested in terms of direct social action. Anthropological restoring and helping 
suffering fellow men is the key of practices covered by spiritual counseling and social theology. Christianity does 
not recommend a life in pursuit of happiness understood as selfish pleasure, but a pursuit of happiness as 
communion from the kingdom of heaven within Jesus Christ.  
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Social theology involves helping fellow men, not due to a social policy based on an ethic of justice and fairness 
or utilitarian, but on Christ ethics of virtues of happiness. Social theology must be practiced starting from love of 
neighbor. This love involves understanding neighbor as a living icon in his capacity as image and likeness of God. 
Christian counseling practice made in a “deficiency paradigm” through whose lens we see our neighbor as prey of 
vice, despair and desolation contravenes to serving God through serving our neighbor. On the contrary, an 
appreciative practice that starts from unconditional acceptance of neighbor and appreciation-valuing of what he has 
most precious, is in our opinion the way to relate to peers in the counseling process. 
Christian social theology is a practice originated in Christian values or a practice based on faith. The version 
presented by us does not seek a missionary dimension to achieve spiritual conversation of the client. Appreciative 
practice in social theology allows the Christian counselor to overcome charitable activities of helping the neighbor, 
into one deeply transformative which is based on Christian ethics of virtues. 
4.1. Steps of appreciative counselling model 
Concretely, a model of appreciative counselling consists of the following steps: 
x identifying success stories;  
x creating a relationship wherein the client can review his successful strategy in the past, to focus more deeply on - 
what he wants or needs to change and reach a new perspective in making his own decisions ;  
x granting attention and unconditional respect and appreciation to the client while communicating with him.  
x Concern about the client’s interests must be shown explicitly;  
x observing client’s attitudes during the interview, verbal and nonverbal behaviour;  
x manifesting empathy, subjects have to feel the counsellor’s respect toward them which is demonstrated through 
attitude and behaviour;  
x conveying to clients the idea that they are able to exercise control over their own destiny;  
x replace critical judgment with positive appreciation, active listening and understanding, manifestation of spiritual 
warmth, support and change;  
x identify client’s goals and build a client-counsellor partnership [18] as spiritual fraternity through Christ. 
5.  Instead of conclusions: Towards a New Model of Social Christian Counseling 
We propose a method of appreciative counselling. The methodology is applicable in the field of psychosocial 
counselling, in social work, in counselling of ethics, etc. In this paper, we propose the method as application to 
spiritual counselling, as part of social theology. 
The method starts from the following assumptions:  
-We were made by God for a purpose and we have been fully quipped with gifts and talents to fulfil that purpose;  
We most closely manifest our purpose when we are at our best, being and doing those things that flow from the 
core of our being and bring deep satisfaction;  
-Life and the abundant life, that Jesus’ promised, comes from what we deeply and profoundly say yes to, for it is 
in what we say Yes! to, that we manifest our God given purpose (Voyle and Voyle, 2008). 
The success stories, that the spiritual counsellor using appreciative methodology should highlight, refer to 
situations where the client actually felt God's help in his life, expressed through bodily and spiritual moments of 
happiness that made him feel close to peers and to God. In the Christian spirit and full of fraternal love, social 
theologian counsellor should respect client’s autonomy understood as his freedom to choose the most appropriate 
way forward in his life. 
The particularity of this approach is the replacement of the focus on problems with the focus on the individual’s 
positive experience, on the strategies for “managing one’s own existence” that the subject has successfully applied. 
Counselling is a process that targets change first and foremost, a change brought about mainly by the change in the 
language structuring action and intervention, both in individual interventions, as well as in group interventions. We 
believe that the speech centred on co-transforming power of the word, including appreciative inquiry, is the most 
relevant in terms of Christian ethics of Beatitudes, and may substantiate the practice of social  theology and pastoral 
counselling applied in serving vulnerable communities. We can identify a deep spiritual Christian root in 
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appreciative practices, both in the words of our Savior expressed in the Beatitudes, but also in the guidance of Saint 
Paul, mentioned in the paper. 
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